Fierce festival review a daring whirl of theatrical
thrills
Various venues, BirminghamAided by hula hoops, raw chicken and animatronic dogs, the
performers in this six day series of shows embarked on a quest for emotional connections
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ommunion, empathy, resistance and joy … Writing in the programme of this year’s
beautifully curated Fierce festival, artistic director Aaron Wright said that these were
the elements that characterised this six-day festival – and these four qualities were
abundant in the performances I saw. As was, appropriately enough, a ﬁerce sincerity.

Communion featured in Belgian artist Miet Warlop’s astounding and exhilarating Ghost Writer
and the Broken Hand Break. Warlop and two other performers whirled away while remaining in
lit circles for 45 minutes. Its simple act of balance and velocity rendered extraordinary through
repetition and duration, made all the more impressive with music and percussion that made
me feel as if my blood was vibrating.

Balance and velocity … Ghost Writer and the Broken Hand Break.
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Gillie Kleiman and Greg Wohead’s Familiar, with its focus on empathy, consisted of two works –
Study in Signiﬁcant Otherness created by Kleiman and performed by Wohead, and Dog Years,
created by Wohead and performed by Kleiman. Aided by two animatronic dogs, it’s a neat
conceptual conceit, with both works to-ing and fro-ing around the impossibility of knowing
everything about another person.
In the ﬁrst part, Wohead performed a sequence of static canine gestures that evolved into a
long sequence of movement under a dim red light. The second work was looser in tone and
structure, with Kleiman parroting Wohead’s words as they were spoken into her ear. As she
repeatedly asserted that she was here to make a meaningful connection with us, there was a
playful, tentative ambivalence about whether it’s possible to fulﬁl such a promise.
Meanwhile, resistance was Lucy McCormick’s theme. Oﬀering a preview of her soon to be
released narrative concept album, Life: Live! was a balls-to-the-wall skewering of the misogyny
and exploitation that underpin popular culture. While McCormick moves and sings like the
most glamorous of arena-ﬁlling pop princesses, her shonky-spectacular aesthetic is anything
but: it is cold, wet and even humiliating. But it’s all on her terms. This is no easy, ironic parody:
it is extreme and often looks dangerous. Her fearless commitment to this contradiction is what
makes McCormick’s performances so thrilling.

Moment of joy: Oozing Gloop in The Gloop Show at Fierce festival.
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Whether doused in paint and water, frozen meals and raw chicken, or hanging from the rafters,
whipping the crowd into a frenzy, McCormick and her backup dancers could lead the
revolution.
Finally, various moments of joy: Oozing Gloop in The Gloop Show, insisting on a better future
as she hula-hooped; the care and precision with which names were spoken and choreographed
in Mariana Valencia’s moving, autobiographical Album; the moment when one child stretched
out her arms and led her own dance for the ﬁrst time in Nicola Gunn’s Working With Children.

As 2020 begins…

… we’re asking readers, like you, to make a new year contribution in support of the Guardian’s
open, independent journalism. This has been a turbulent decade across the world – protest,
populism, mass migration and the escalating climate crisis. The Guardian has been in every
corner of the globe, reporting with tenacity, rigour and authority on the most critical events of
our lifetimes. At a time when factual information is both scarcer and more essential than ever,
we believe that each of us deserves access to accurate reporting with integrity at its heart.
More people than ever before are reading and supporting our journalism, in more than 180
countries around the world. And this is only possible because we made a diﬀerent choice: to
keep our reporting open for all, regardless of where they live or what they can aﬀord to pay.

We have upheld our editorial independence in the face of the disintegration of traditional
media – with social platforms giving rise to misinformation, the seemingly unstoppable rise of
big tech and independent voices being squashed by commercial ownership. The Guardian’s
independence means we can set our own agenda and voice our own opinions. Our journalism
is free from commercial and political bias – never inﬂuenced by billionaire owners or
shareholders. This makes us diﬀerent. It means we can challenge the powerful without fear
and give a voice to those less heard.
None of this would have been attainable without our readers’ generosity – your ﬁnancial
support has meant we can keep investigating, disentangling and interrogating. It has protected
our independence, which has never been so critical. We are so grateful.
As we enter a new decade, we need your support so we can keep delivering quality journalism
that’s open and independent. And that is here for the long term. Every reader contribution,
however big or small, is so valuable. Support The Guardian from as little as €1 – and it only
takes a minute. Thank you.
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